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fusion operator, it is desirable to consider the differences between each pixel using a local operator. Here,
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method is evaluated on both simulated and real data from through-the-wall radar imaging system.
Experimental results show that the proposed method yields improved performance, compared to existing
methods.
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Abstract

that the fusion of images obtained from different standoff
positions reveals the exact location of the targets. Similarly, Ahmad and Amin [7] suggested that the antenna array be moved around a building to improve indoor target
detection and localization, since access is usually available
to multiple sides of the enclosed structure under consideration. Hence, with the ability to collect data from multiple
vantage points of a scene, fusing a set of multi-view TWRI
images and generating a single reference image has become
a topic of great interest in recent years.
Existing image fusion techniques for TWRI proposed
by Amin et al. [6, 7] consist of simple arithmetic operations that perform pixel-wise addition or multiplication. Besides enhancing the overall contrast of the imaged scene [8],
these methods proved to be the most practical for TWRI.
This is due to the fact that there may be differences in indoor and clutter scattering characteristics between TWRI
and other radar imaging paradigms, thus causing existing
fusion methods to be invalid for TWRI [7]. While it is practical to consider a global operator for image fusion, it is
desirable to have a local operator, which takes into consideration the differences between neighboring pixels.
Hence, in this paper, we investigate and introduce a new
image fusion method that is suitable for multi-view TWRI,
based on the fuzzy logic approach. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the proposed
fuzzy logic image fusion approach. Section 3 presents its
performances on the application to TWRI using both simulated and real data. Section 4 concludes the paper.

In this paper, we propose a new technique for image fusion in multi-view through-the-wall radar imaging system.
As most existing image fusion methods for through-the-wall
radar imaging only consider a global fusion operator, it is
desirable to consider the differences between each pixel using a local operator. Here, we present a fuzzy logic-based
method for pixel-wise image fusion. The performance of the
proposed method is evaluated on both simulated and real
data from through-the-wall radar imaging system. Experimental results show that the proposed method yields improved performance, compared to existing methods.

1. Introduction
In remote sensing, image acquisitions from different
viewing angles provide very different representations of the
same scene. These multi-view images could then be fused
to obtain a more informative composite image that maximizes the relevant information, while minimizing uncertainty and redundancy. Although the use of multiple views
of the same scene has long been considered an advantage in
computer vision, it is only recently that it is being considered for remote sensing approaches [1]. To date, most image fusion techniques for radar imaging are mainly applied
to fuse images from different modalities, such as between
optical and infra-red images [2, 3, 4, 5]. As a result, there
have been very limited studies regarding the fusion of the
same scenes, obtained from the same sensor, which is crucial to multi-view through-the-wall radar imaging (TWRI).
Multi-viewing for TWRI was first introduced by Wang
and Amin [6] to correct for target displacements, due to the
error caused by unknown wall parameters. It was suggested
978-0-7695-4271-3/10 $26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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2. Fuzzy logic image fusion
Fuzzy logic is an extension of Boolean logic that provides a platform for handling indistinct boundaries of definition [9]. Therefore, fuzzy approaches are mainly used
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when there is uncertainty and no mathematical relations are
easily available. One of the major advantages of fuzzy logic
over other existing fusion methods is that it permits the user
to define the encoding directly by using linguistic labels as
rules [2]. Since studies of fuzzy image fusion of the same
scene and from the same sensor have been limited, we consider the application of fuzzy logic for pixel-level image fusion in multi-view TWRI.

variable as region and the linguistic terms or fuzzy sets as
U = {background, clutter, sidelobes, target},

(1)

where each region represents a membership function. Empirical observations of radar images suggest that the pixel
intensities generally range from 225 to 255 for the target region (Rt ), 165 to 225 for the sidelobes region (Rs ), 105 to
165 for the clutter region (Rc ), and the remaining 0 to 105
for the background noise region (Rb ), as shown in Fig. 2.
Since the image statistics of radar images used for multiview fusion was adapted under the assumption of Gaussian
distribution [10], we model the four regions as Gaussian
curves. Hence, using the observed intensity ranges for each
region, the membership functions can then be formulated as
follows:

2.1. Fuzzy Inference System
The fuzzy logic approach can be implemented through a
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) that formulates the mapping
from multiple inputs to a single output. The inputs are first
converted into linguistic variables using a set of predefined
membership functions. In this fuzzification process, the degree of belonging of each input to an appropriate fuzzy set
is determined. Then, the inference engine is invoked, where
fuzzy operators are applied to the fuzzified input images,
based on a set of pre-determined fuzzy rules. All the results
are then aggregated and defuzzified to produce the final desired output.
Two commonly used FIS are the Mamdani and Sugeno
fuzzy models. The main difference between these two models is that Mamdani outputs are constants, while the Sugeno
model allows for a polynomial output. Since it is sufficient
to obtain a constant as the output in pixel-wise image fusion, we will only consider the Mamdani fuzzy model in
this paper. The flow chart of the Mamdani-type FIS with
two inputs and one output is shown in Fig. 1.
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where µi (x) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 represents the membership
function of the background, clutter, sidelobes and target regions, respectively. Here, we choose a standard deviation
σ = 30, which is the minimum of Rt , Rs , Rc and Rb .
Figure 3 shows the defined membership functions for the
four regions, denoted as m1 , m2 , m3 and m4 .

2.3. Fuzzy rules

2.2. Membership function

Instead of using a standard global operator that is similar
to pixel-wise addition and multiplication, the fuzzy operator
is implemented in the form of IF-THEN rules, for instance,
IF variable IS property THEN action. Generally, the rule:

In order to determine the degree of belonging of each
input pixel intensity to the appropriate fuzzy set, a set of
membership functions will first need to be defined. A fuzzy
membership function for a set of data X, can be defined as
a mapping from X → [0, 1].
A typical through-the-wall radar image, with pixel values scaled from 0 to 255, could be segmented into four regions, namely the target, the target’s sidelobes, the clutter
and background noise. Therefore, we define the linguistic

IF x IS a AND IF y IS b THEN z IS c
can be represented as
I = a × b → c,

(6)
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Figure 1. Flow chart of fuzzy fusion system.

Figure 2. Relative histogram of the four regions.
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The center of the area under the aggregated curve, given by
Eq. 18, is the desired final pixel value.
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3. Experimental results
The Fuzzy Inference System presented in Section 2 is
implemented in MATLAB. Here, we evaluate the performance of the proposed fuzzy logic approach on multi-view
through-the-wall radar image fusion, using both synthetic
and real data. Three scenarios of multi-view TWRI are investigated and the results are compared with the existing
additive and multiplicative fusion methods.
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Figure 3. Four regions of a through-the-wall radar image.

where x is input 1, y is input 2, z is the output and a, b and c
are the membership values.
Similarly for pixel-wise image fusion, the IF-THEN
rules can be logically defined as ”IF input pixel 1 IS background AND input pixel 2 IS background, THEN the output
pixel IS background” for the background noise region. Correspondingly, the linguistic rule can be written as ”IF input
pixel 1 IS target AND input pixel 2 IS target, THEN the output pixel IS target” for the target region. Hence, with four
membership functions and two input images, we define a
set of ten non-overlapping rules, given as follows:
I1
I2

=
=

m1 × m1 → m1
m1 × m2 → m1

(7)
(8)

I3
I4

=
=

m1 × m3 → m2
m1 × m4 → m4

(9)
(10)

I5
I6

=
=

m2 × m2 → m2
m2 × m3 → m3

(11)
(12)

I7
I8

=
=

m2 × m4 → m4
m3 × m3 → m4

(13)
(14)

I9
I10

=
=

m3 × m4 → m4
m4 × m4 → m4 ,

(15)
(16)

3.1. Synthetic multi-view TWRI data
The synthetic data are obtained by simulating a TWRI
system of 57-element antenna array, based on the delayand-sum beamforming algorithms [11, 12]. The scene
of interests consists of three point targets located at
(0, 6), (−2, 4) and (2, 3) in an 8 × 8 m room. Two scenarios are investigated using synthetic data, where in the first
scenario, the multi-view scenes are imaged by placing the
antenna array at different standoff positions from the wall,
as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Next, the antenna array is moved to
different sides of the structure for imaging (Fig. 4 (b)).
3.1.1 Scenario 1: antenna arrays located at different
standoff positions
The fusion of images of the same scene but obtained from
different standoff positions allows the user to correct errors
caused by unknown wall parameters. Therefore, in this scenario (Fig. 4 (a)), we simulate two images of the same scene
obtained from different standoff distances. The first input
image is obtained by placing the antenna array against the
wall (0 m), and the second input image is obtained by moving the antenna array 1.5 m away from the wall. Figure 5
shows the simulated images obtained from the two different

where Ij for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10 is the j-th rule and mk for
k = 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes the four defined regions.

z

z
Targets

Targets

2.4. Aggregation and defuzzification
Once the results or consequents are determined for each
input using the set of fuzzy rules, the individual outputs are
then aggregated. Here, the maximum function:
µA (x) = max{O1 , O2 , . . . , O10 }

(17)

View 2
x

is used to unify the outputs, where µA (x) is the aggregated
curve and Oj for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10 is the output of the j-th
rule. The aggregated output is then defuzzified using the
centroid of area (COA) calculation, given as
R
µA (x)xdx
XCOA = R
.
(18)
µA (x)dx

View 1

x

View 1

View 2

Figure 4. Multi-view scenes with antenna arrays located at (a) different standoff positions, and (b) different sides of the room.
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standoff positions and the final fused results using the additive, multiplicative and the proposed fuzzy logic method.
It can be observed that the additive fusion method simply adds both images together. As a result, it tends to retain most of the background noise from both input images.
While the multiplicative fusion method managed to reduce
the background noise, the target intensities were also reduced. This is due to the fact that, when the pixels co-exist
in the same location in both input images, these overlapping pixels will be enhanced through multiplication, while
those non-overlapping pixels will be suppressed. In this
scenario, it can be observed that the proposed method performed better than the two existing methods by producing a
balanced output image that has the least amount of clutter,
while maintaining strong target intensities.

is due to the fact that access is usually available to another
side of the room or structure in typical TWRI cases. Therefore, the scene is first imaged from the front of the structure,
followed by the movement of the antenna array to the side
of the structure for imaging. Image registration is then performed on the input image obtained from the side of the
structure. The simulated images after image registration
and the final fusion results for the additive, multiplicative
and proposed method are shown in Fig. 6.
Similarly, it can be observed that the additive method retained most of the clutter, while the multiplicative method
reduced the intensities of both clutter and target in the final
image. Again, it can be observed that the proposed method
performed the best since it reduces the clutters while maintaining the target intensities.

3.2. Real multi-view TWRI data

3.1.2 Scenario 2: antenna arrays located at different
sides of the room

With the successful application of the proposed method
to synthetic data, the last scenario, as shown in Fig. 7,
is experimented using real data, which was collected in
a semi-controlled laboratory environment, based on the

In this scenario (Fig. 4 (b)), simulated radar images from
different sides of the room are used as input images. This
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Figure 5. Experimental results using synthetic data for scenario 1.

Figure 6. Experimental results using synthetic data for scenario 2.
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TWRI methods presented by Ahmad and Amin [13]. Using a stepped-frequency radar system with waveforms of
2-3 GHz frequency range and a step size of 5 MHz, the data
was collected from a populated scene, which consists of a
jug of water, metal table, computer, file cabinet and several
trihedrals, as shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7. Multi-view scenes with antenna arrays located at different elevations.
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Figure 8. A populated scene (top view).

Since most objects, such as file cabinets, computer monitors and chairs, are usually higher than several centimeters
in a general TWRI scenario, we investigate the fusion of
images obtained from the same scene, but at two different
elevations. Therefore, in this experiment, two views imaged
at different elevations are fused, where the top view is approximately 2 cm higher than the bottom view.
Figure 9 shows the results of the experiment. Similar
to the synthetic data experiments, it can be observed that
the additive fusion method did not manage to remove the
background noise. While the multiplicative fusion method
managed to reduce most of the background noise, it is also
obvious that the target intensities were degraded. For instance, the jug of water, which has a lower target return than
the other metallic objects, is now less visible.
Conversely, it can be observed that the proposed method
provides better result compared to the two existing methods

−5
0
5

Figure 9. Experimental results using real data.

by removing all the background noise, while at the same
time, enhancing the target intensities. A receiver operating
characteristic curve for the additive fusion, multiplicative
fusion and the proposed method, as shown in Fig. 10, further supports this observation, where the proposed method
has a higher probability of detection rate, compared to both
existing methods when the probability of false alarm rate is
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[4] Z. Mengyu and Y. Yuliang, “A new image fusion algorithm
based on fuzzy logic,” in Proceedings of the International
Conference on Intelligent Computation Technology and Automation, 2008, pp. 83–86.
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Figure 10. Receiver operating characteristic curve.

greater than 0.04.
In summary, the above experimental results show that
the proposed fuzzy logic approach to pixel-wise image fusion for multi-view TWRI provided a balanced solution that
further improves indoor target detection and localization.
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fusion technique to automatically detect aircraft in sar images,” in Proceedings of the First International Conference
on Knowledge-Based Intelligent Electronic Systems, 1997,
pp. 435–441.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new method for pixelwise image fusion for multi-view TWRI that is based on
fuzzy logic. Experimental results based on both simulated
and real TWRI data are also presented, which demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method on pixel-level image fusion. In conclusion, the proposed method offers a balanced solution that enhances target intensities and reduces
the clutter during the image fusion process.
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